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Abstract: A sensitive triple resonance NMR experiment is presented for the measurement of the protein
backbone dihedral angleψ based on cross-correlated spin relaxation between13CR-1HR and15N-1HN dipolar
interactions in15N,13C-labeled proteins. In general, as many as fourψ values can be consistent with a single
cross-correlation rate. However, in many cases, the ambiguity can be significantly reduced (for example,
from four to two) when a combination of cross-correlation relaxation rates are employed. This is illustrated
by considering rates derived from13CR-1HR/15N-1HN dipolar and from13CR-1HR dipolar/carbonyl chemical
shift anisotropy relaxation mechanisms for the proteins ubiquitin and CheY. Using a database ofψ values
obtained from high-resolution X-ray structures, it is shown that for values in the range-50° e ψ e 40° a
singleψ can be obtained to high probability.

Introduction
It is now well established that NMR cross-correlated spin

relaxation experiments can provide dynamical1-3 as well as
structural information about molecules in solution.4 In the case
of structural studies, Griesinger and co-workers have described
a powerful strategy which makes use of cross-correlated spin
relaxation to measure the angles between bond vectors which
does not require a parametrized Karplus-type relationship.4 In
a demonstration of the utility of the method this group has shown
that the cross-correlated spin relaxation rate arising from13CR-
1HR (residuei) and15N-1HN (residuei + 1) dipolar interactions,
denoted byΓHRCR,HN, is related to the peptide dihedral angleψ.
Building on this significant result, Yang et al. have developed
an experiment for measuringψ based on the cross-correlation
rate between intraresidue13CR-1HR dipolar and13C′ (carbonyl)
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) relaxation mechanisms,5,6

ΓHRCR,C′. This experiment offers significant improvements in
sensitivity and resolution relative to the original dipole-dipole
experiment4 and has been demonstrated on a system as large
as 42 kDa, comprising the 370 residue maltose binding protein
andâ-cyclodextrin.6

A limitation associated with the use of cross-correlated spin
relaxation to measure angles relates to the multiplicity of values
which are possible from the measurement of only a single
relaxation rate. For example, in the worst case, four different
ψ values are possible from measurement of either (but not both)
13CR-1HR dipolar/15N-1HN dipolar or13CR-1HR dipolar/13C′
CSA cross-correlation rates. It is clear, however, that by com-

bining measurements from both methods the possibilities can
be reduced considerably. With this in mind we present a new
experiment for measuring13CR-1HR dipolar/15N-1HN dipolar
cross-correlation which offers substantial improvements in both
sensitivity and resolution relative to the original scheme.4 Using
data recorded on two proteins, ubiquitin and CheY, we show
that a combination of bothΓHRCR,HN and ΓHRCR,C′ cross-cor-
relation rates and database information relating to the preference
of ψ values in proteins often leads to a reduction in the number
of possibleψ values by a factor of 2 and in many cases the
ambiguity inψ can be eliminated altogether.

Materials and Methods

15N,13C-labeled samples of ubiquitin and CheY were provided by
Professors J. Wand (SUNY Buffalo) and R. Dahlquist (University of
Oregon), respectively. Sample conditions were 2 mM protein, 50 mM
potassium phosphate, pH 5.0, and 90% H2O/10% D2O for ubiquitin
and 1.7 mM protein, 5 mM MgCl2, pH 6.8, and 90% H2O/10% D2O
for CheY. All spectra were recorded at 30°C on a Varian UNITY+
500-MHz spectrometer equipped with a pulsed field gradient unit and
a triple resonance probe head. Data sets of 44× 19 × 512 and 32×
25 × 512 complex points were collected corresponding to acquisition
times of 23.1, 16.9, and 64 ms and 15.1, 23.7, and 64 ms for ubiquitin
and CheY, respectively. The delay between points a and b in Figure
1 (A + B + C + D + pwHN ) TC, where pwHN is the pulse width
of the selective1HN pulse) was set to 26 and 18 ms for spectra of
ubiquitin and CheY, respectively. Relaxation delays of 1 s were used
for both data sets corresponding to total acquisition times of 7.5 and
14.5 h for each 3D data set for ubiquitin and CheY, respectively. As
described in detail below multiplet components are separated into
individual 3D data sets on the basis of the1HN spin state, thus doubling
the resolution without any sacrifice in sensitivity. This is achieved by
recording in an interleaved manner two 3D matrices7,8 [each of 7.5 h
(ubiquitin) or 14.5 h (CheY)] and adding or subtracting the resulting
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matrices using in-house written software. All spectra were processed
using NMRPipe/NMRDraw9 as described previously,5 with doubling
of the t1 andt2 time domain points achieved using mirror-image linear
prediction.10 The data were analyzed using the CAPP/PIPP11 suite of
programs.

ΓHRCR,HN cross-correlation rates were measured from the data as
described below, whileΓHRCR,C′ cross-correlation rates were obtained
using a previously published scheme.6 Values ofψ for both ubiquitin
and CheY were extracted from a combination ofΓHRCR,HN andΓHRCR,C′

cross-correlation rates by minimizing the function

independently for each residue, where the superscripts “cal” and “exp”
refer to calculated and experimentally determined cross-correlation
rates. An expression forΓHRCR,HN

cal is given below, whileΓHRCR,C′
cal is

defined elsewhere.5,6 Expression 1 was minimized by dividing the range
of ψ values [-180°,180°] into seven intervals, [-180°,-155°],
[-155°,-138°], [-138°,-60°], [-60°,18°], [18°,35°], [35°,120°], and
[120°,180°], so that multiple minima were not present in any interval
in which ø2 was minimized. ø2 was minimized independently in each
of the seven intervals, and theψ values with the lowestø2 in all of the
intervals were selected as solutions. Values ofψ were also obtained
exclusively from eitherΓHRCR,HN or ΓHRCR,C′ (not both) using a
minimization procedure very similar to that described in the case where
a combination of both cross-correlation rates was employed. Values
of ψ are listed along with values from the X-ray structure in Table 1
for CheY and in Supporting Information for ubiquitin.

Results and Discussion

Description of the Pulse Scheme.Figure 1 illustrates the
pulse sequence that has been developed for measuringΓHrCr,HN.
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Figure 1. Pulse scheme used to measure the cross-correlation spin relaxation rate derived from13CR-1HR and15N-1HN dipolar interactions. All
narrow (wide) pulses are applied with flip angles of 90° (180°) and are along thex axis, unless indicated otherwise. The1H and15N carriers are
positioned at 4.72 ppm (water) and 119 ppm, respectively, while the13C carrier is set at 176 ppm except for the period extending from points a to
b (including13CR pulses of phaseφ1 andφ4) where it is at 55 ppm. All proton pulses are applied with as high a field as possible with the exception
of the WALTZ-1626 decoupling elements and the flanking pulses (6 kHz), the 2-ms 90° water flip back pulse and1HN-selective refocusing pulse
(see below).15N pulses use a 6.2-kHz field, while decoupling during acquisition is achieved with a 1-kHz field. All13C′ rectangular pulses and13CR

90° pulses are applied with a field strength of∆/x15, where∆ is the separation in hertz between the centers of the13CR and13C′ chemical shift
regions,27 while 13CR 180° rectangular pulses employ a field strength of∆/x3 (118 ppm phase modulation of the carrier28,29). The first (second)
13CR 180° rectangular pulse is applied after (before) the13C′ 180° pulses, and the positions of the arrows indicate placement of the Bloch-Siegert
compensation pulses.15 The 13C′ shaped pulse has a G330 profile (490 µs, 7.3 kHz peak radiofrequency (rf), 121 ppm phase modulation of the
carrier) and is applied immediately after the simultaneous selective1HN and13CR pulses. All13CR-shaped pulses are applied with the RE-BURP17

profile. The first and third pulses are of duration 400µs (15.6-kHz peak rf, excitation centered at 50 ppm by 5 ppm phase modulation of the
carrier), while the duration of the second pulse is 2 ms (3.1-kHz peak rf, excitation centered at 55 ppm). The1HN-selective proton-shaped pulse
is applied with the RE-BURP profile (2.3 ms, 2.7-kHz peak rf,≈4 ppm phase modulation of the1H carrier depending on the center of the HN
region). Decoupling of13CR spins during the15N evolution period is achieved using a 118 ppm modulated WALTZ-16 sequence with the shape of
each of the decoupling elements (355.5µs) given by the SEDUCE-131 profile. The pulse widths reported are those used at 500 MHz (1H frequency)
and should be adjusted for applications at different fields or to achieve the desired selectivity. Note that the15N pulse of phaseφ2 (φ5) is applied
prior to (after) the13CR pulse of phaseφ1 (φ4) and a delay of-pwca90- (2/π)(pwn90)+ 0.5(pwHN) is inserted between the pulses, where pwca90
and pwn90 are the durations of the13CR and15N 90° pulses, respectively, and pwHN is the duration (2.3 ms) of the1HN-selective1H pulse. The
delays used areτa ) 2.3 ms,τb ) 5.5 ms,τc ) 12.4 ms,τd ) 4.5 ms,δ ) 0.5 ms,A ) (T + t1)/4; B ) (T - t1)/4, C ) (T + t1)/4, D ) (T - t1)/4,
E ) tx + t2/2, F ) TN - tx, G ) TN - t2/2, T ) 24 ms for ubiquitin and 16 ms for CheY (TC ) T + pwHN), andTN ) 12.4 ms;tx is set to 2.75
and 0 ms for the cos(πJNHt1)- and sin(πJNHt1)-modulated data sets, respectively. The phase cycling employed for the cos(πJNHt1)-modulated 3D data
set isφ1 ) (x,-x), φ2 ) (x,-x); φ3 ) 2(x), 2(y), 2(-x), 2(-y); φ4 ) x; φ5 ) x; φ6 ) x; φ7 ) 4(x), 4(-x); φ8 ) x; rec ) 2(x), 2(-x). The phases
φ4, φ5, andφ6 are incremented by 90° for the sin(πJNHt1)-modulated 3D data set. Quadrature detection inF1 is achieved by States-TPPI32 of φ1,
while quadrature inF2 employs the enhanced sensitivity pulsed field gradient method,33,34where for each value oft2 separate data sets are recorded
for (g10, φ8) and (-g10, φ8 + 180°). For each successivet2 value,φ6 and the phase of the receiver are incremented by 180°. The cos(πJNHt1)- and
sin(πJNHt1)-modulated 3D data sets are recorded in an interleaved manner and are added/subtracted to yield 3D data sets separated by the1HN spin
state using in-house written software. The duration and strengths of the gradients areg1 ) (0.5 ms, 8 G/cm),g2 ) (0.5 ms, 5 G/cm),g3 ) (1 ms,
15 G/cm),g4 ) (1 ms, 10 G/cm),g5 ) (1 ms, 8 G/cm),g6 ) (0.1 ms, 20 G/cm),g7 ) (0.1 ms,-25 G/cm),g8 ) (1 ms,-10 G/cm),g9 ) (1 ms,
-15 G/cm),g10 ) (1.25 ms, 30 G/cm),g11 ) (0.4 ms, 5 G/cm),g12 ) (0.3 ms, 4 G/cm), andg13 ) (0.125 ms,-29 G/cm). Decoupling is interrupted
during application of the gradients.35

ø2 ) (ΓHRCR,HN
cal - ΓHRCR,HN

exp)2 + (ΓHRCR,C′
cal - ΓHRCR,C′

exp)2 (1)
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Table 1. NMR-Derivedψ Values (ψ1,ψ2) Determined fromΓHRCR,HN andΓHRCR,C′ Cross-Correlation Rates Either Individuallya or in
Combinationb vs ψ Obtained from the X-ray Structure of CheY21

residue ψ1(ΓHRCR,C')a ψ2(ΓHRCR,C')a ψ1(ΓHRCR,HN)a ψ2(ΓHRCR,HN)a ψ1
b ψ2

b ψ(X-ray)

K4 -112 -8 -101 -19 -12c -17
E5 -122 2 -108 -12 -2 8
L6 113 127 96 144 101 139d 130
K7e 100 140 106 134 117
F8 89 151 97 143 93 147 143
V10 113 127 104 136 107 133 121
I20 -78 -42 -49 -49
N23 -86 -34 -76 -44 -36 -41
L25 -82 -38 -83 -37 -38 -45
K26 -80 -40 -78 -42 -41 -47
E27 -90 -30 -94 -26 -29 -30
N31 -111 -9 -110 -10 -10 -8
N32 92 148 87 153 89 151 79
V33 105 135 97 143 99 141 138
E34 80 160 76 164 78 162 160
E35 95 145 92 148 93 147 152
A36 90 150 89 151 89 151 149
E37 -108 -12 -108 -12 -12 -25
D41 -69 -51 -76 -44 -48 -46
A42 -76 -44 -68 -52 -47 -45
N44 -81 -39 -82 -38 -39 -48
K45 -78 -42 -75 -45 -43 -39
Q47 -101 -19 -91 -29 -22 -40
A48 -107 -13 -104 -16 -14 -15
Y51 102 138 89 151 92 148 147
F53 101 139 100 140 101 139 137
V54 116 124 97 143 102 138 135
I55 111 129 108 132 110 130 112
P61 88 152 82 158 83 157 163
M63 114 126 94 146 99 141 112
L66 -78 -42 -68 -52 -44 -41
E67 -85 -35 -77 -43 -38 -42
L68 -76 -44 -48 -48
L69 -71 -49 -65 -55 -50
K70 -84 -36 -88 -32 -34 -38
R73 -97 -23 -86 -34 -26 -33
A74 -110 -10 -108 -12 -10 -14
D75 113 127 90 150 97 143 122
A77 -98 -22 -92 -28 -24 -25
M78 -124 4 -108 -12 0 0
A80 -123 3 -115 -5 1 -8
P82 108 132 93 147 97 143 136
V83 107 133 117 123 116
M85 101 139 93 147 96 144 141
V86 105 135 96 144 99 141 129
T87 90 150 78 162 82 158 156
K92 -83 -37 -66 -54 -42 -51
E93 -90 -30 -93 -27 -29 -29
N94 -87 -33 -84 -36 -34 -48
I95 -78 -42 -47 -46
I96 -79 -41 -66 -54 -45 -46
A97 -80 -40 -76 -44 -42 -43
A98 -79 -41 -77 -43 -42 -47
A99 -78 -42 -77 -43 -42 -51
Q100 -90 -30 -85 -35 -32 -34
A101 -118 -2 -114 -6 -3 -2
A103 101 139 91 149 94 146 142
Y106 91 149 92 148 91 149 143
V107 97 143 85 155 89 151 136
V108 105 135 93 147 96 144 133
P110 100 140 85 155 90 150 152
F111 86 154 80 160 82 158 156
A113 -79 -41 -70 -50 -44 -42
L116 -80 -40 -71 -49 -43 -47
E117 -74 -46 -71 -49 -47 -48
K119 -78 -42 -73 -47 -43 -43
L120 -70 -50 -75 -45 -48 -53
N121 -83 -37 -84 -36 -36 -42
K122 -85 -35 -83 -37 -36 -47
I123 -74 -46 -75 -45 -46 -48
E125 -91 -29 -83 -37 -32 -46
L127 -116 -4 -105 -15 -7 2

a Only theψ values consistent with those obtained by a combined fit ofΓHRCR,HN andΓHRCR,C′ cross-correlation rates are indicated.b Values of
ψ calculated as described in the Materials and Methods.c For -50° e ψ e 40° only a singleψ value is reported (see text and Figure 3b).d There
are two possibleψ values consistent with theΓHRCR,HN andΓHRCR,C′ cross-correlation rates.e Γ value close to an extrema in theΓ vs ψ profile. In
this case an error inΓ can result in large errors inψ, as described in the text. Values ofψ obtained from cross-correlation rates near the extrema
are not included. Note that a good agreement between the X-ray derived values andψ obtained whenΓHRCR,HN andΓHRCR,C′ are fit simultaneously
is nevertheless obtained.
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The experiment is based on the HN(CO)CA scheme that was
published several years ago,12 with the following transfer steps:

where the term15N13CR denotes double- and zero-quantum15N-
13CR coherences, CTti is a constant time acquisition period,
and the couplings that are active during each transfer step are
indicated above the arrows. At point a in the pulse scheme
double- and zero-quantum15N-13CR coherences are created and
allowed to evolve for the period extending between points a
and b in Figure 1. The sequence has been designed in this in-
terval with a number of considerations in mind. First, cross-
correlation between13CR-1HR and 15N-1HN dipolar interac-
tions must proceed for the complete period. This can be
accomplished by ensuring that the relative signs of the dipolar
Hamiltonians which give rise to the effect studied here are
preserved,6 since the cross-correlation rate is proportional to
the product of the magnitudes of the individual Hamiltonians.
Recalling that the operative dipolar Hamiltonians in the present
case can be written as

where Xz denotes thez component of the spin angular mo-
mentum operator for spin X, it is clear that simultaneous ap-
plication of13CR and15N or 13CR and1HN pulses in the scheme
of Figure 1 preserves cross-correlation during this interval.

A second important consideration is that the sensitivity of
the experiment can be improved significantly by ensuring that
net chemical shift evolution of only one of the two participating
spins in the double-/zero-quantum coherence occurs during the
constant time interval between points a and b.6 Unlike the
original scheme where separate double- and zero-quantum spec-
tra are recorded,4 double- and zero-quantum states are inter-
changed in the present experiment so that only the chemical
shift of the 13CR nucleus is measured duringt1. This is
analogous to refocusing of the1H chemical shift int1 during
recording of a1H-X HMQC spectrum.13,14 Most important, a
gain in sensitivity of a factor of 2 for each cross-peak is noted
relative to the situation where correlations arising from both
double- and zero-quantum states are recorded duringt1. The
factor of 2 sensitivity gain can be appreciated more fully by
considering the relevant density elements that evolve during the
constant time interval extending from a to b in Figure 1. At
the end of the constant time period of total durationTC, the
density elements corresponding to the double- and zero-quantum
15N-13CR coherences are given by

whereωCR is the Larmor frequency of the13CR spin,FMQij is a
density matrix element corresponding to a double- (M) D) or
zero-quantum (M) Z) transition with the spin states (R,â) of
the HR and HN spins given byi and j, respectively, andΓMQij

is the relaxation rate of the MQij coherence. Since averaging
of double- and zero-quantum components occurs during theTC

interval (for example, interchange of DQRR and ZQRâ), the
sensitivity of the experiment is doubled relative to the original
scheme where the evolution of each of the eight density elements
listed in eq 4 occurs at a unique frequency.

Additional improvements in the sensitivity of the experiment
come about by eliminating evolution from passive scalar
couplings which are operative during theTC constant time
interval. One solution to this problem in the case of evolution
from 13CR-13Câ couplings is to setTC ) 1/JCRCâ, so that
evolution due toJCRCâ does not decrease the intensity of the
signal.15,16 Unfortunately, the efficient transverse relaxation of
double- (DQ) and zero-quantum (ZQ) elements during this
lengthy delay limits this approach to applications involving small
proteins. Moreover, for many systems, a value ofTC ) 1/JCRCâ
is longer than optimal for measurement of cross-correlation rates.
For example, in applications to ubiquitin (correlation time≈ 4
ns), aTC value of 24 ms has been employed. For studies of
larger proteins where the maximal cross-correlation rate (and
transverse decay) is increased a value ofTC ) 24 ms may well
result in poor signal-to-noise and in some cases fast relaxing
multiplet components may completely disappear. It may well
be beneficial, therefore, to decreaseTC in proportion to the
increase in size of the protein studied, recognizing however that
a minimum acquisition time of at least 10 ms is necessary for
adequate resolution in the13CR dimension. With this in mind
we prefer, therefore, to use a constant time interval where13C-
13C coupling evolution is refocused in a manner which is
independent of the choice ofTC.6 This is accomplished by

(12) Bax, A.; Ikura, M.J. Biomol. NMR1991, 1, 99-104.
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(15) Vuister, G. W.; Bax, A.J. Magn. Reson.1992, 98, 428-435.
(16) Santoro, J.; King, G. C.J. Magn. Reson.1992, 97, 202-207.

HN 98
JNH 15N98

JNC′ 13C′98
JC′CR 15N13CR (CT t1)98

JC′CR

13C′ 98
JNC′ 15N (CT t2) 98

JNH
HN (t3) (2)

H1(
13CR-1HR ) ∝ CR

zH
R

z

H2(
15N-1HN ) ∝ NzH

N
z (3)

FDQRR(TC) ) FZQRâ(TC)

∝ exp(-iωDQRRt1/2) exp(-ΓDQRRTC/2) ×
exp(-iωZQRât1/2) exp(-ΓZQRâTC/2)

) exp[-i(ωCR + πJCRHR + πJNH)t1] ×
exp[-(ΓDQRR + ΓZQRâ)TC/2]

FDQRâ(TC) ) FZQRR(TC)

∝ exp(-iωDQRât1/2) exp(-ΓDQRâTC/2) ×
exp(-iωZQRRt1/2) exp(-ΓZQRRTC/2)

) exp[-i(ωCR + πJCRHR - πJNH)t1] ×
exp[-(ΓDQRâ + ΓZQRR)TC/2] (4)

FDQâR(TC) ) FZQââ(TC)

∝ exp(-iωDQâRt1/2) exp(-ΓDQâRTC/2) ×
exp(-iωZQâât1/2) exp(-ΓZQââTC/2)

) exp[-i(ωCR - πJCRHR + πJNH)t1] ×
exp[-(ΓDQâR + ΓZQââ)TC/2]

FDQââ(TC) ) FZQâR(TC)

∝ exp(-iωDQâât1/2) exp(-ΓDQââTC/2) ×
exp(-iωZQâRt1/2) exp(-ΓZQâRTC/2)

) exp[-i(ωCR - πJCRHR - πJNH)t1] ×
exp[-(ΓDQââ + ΓZQâR)TC/2]
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applyingnonselectiVecarbon refocusing pulses between periods
A and B and between periods C and D so that evolution from
13CR-13Câ scalar coupling precedes for the complete A+ B
and C+ D intervals. In contrast, a13CR-selectiVe refocusing
pulse (REBURP17) is applied at the midpoint of theTC period
so that net coupling evolution over the complete constant time
interval does not occur. The refocusing bandwidth of the 2-ms
selective REBURP pulse used has been described previously.6

In cases where a lack of selectivity of the refocusing pulse is
an issue, the complete EXORCYCLE of the pulse18 ensures that
only the sensitivity of the correlations and not the accuracy of
the cross-correlation relaxation rate is affected. Where13CR

and13Câ shifts lie within the bandwidth of the selective pulse
(some Ser residues, for example), the intensity of cross-peaks
can vary considerably in a manner dependent on the value of
TC used in the experiment.

During theTC period evolution also arises from one bond
15N-13CR passive couplings,1JNCR, involving both15N and13CR

components of double- and zero-quantum coherences that evolve
during this interval. The sequence of Figure 1 refocuses
modulation from these couplings so that net evolution does not
occur. It is noteworthy that in the original pulse scheme4 the
signal is modulated according to cos2(π1JNCRTC) cos(πJCRCâTC),
while in the case of the experiment of Figure 1, modulation
according to cos(πJNC′t1) occurs. The sensitivity gain of the
present experiment relative to the initial scheme4 that arises from
evolution/refocusing of these couplings is given by

assuming thatt1,max is sufficiently short so that multiplet
components arising fromJNC′ are unresolved. ForTC andt1,max

values of 26 ms,1JNCR ) 11 Hz,JNC′ ) 15 Hz, andG ) 2.
A drawback of the present experiment relative to the13CR-

1HR dipolar/13C′ CSA cross-correlation scheme5,6 is that four
rather than two cross-peaks are obtained for each correlation,
resulting in a decrease in both sensitivity and resolution. As
discussed below and in detail elsewhere,4 extraction of cross-
correlated relaxation rates from the present data is predicated
on the measurement of accurate intensities for each of the four
lines (see below) of the multiplet derived from the coherences
indicated in eq 4. This can be difficult for the two inner
multiplet lines with components separated by onlyJCRHR + JNH

≈ 50 Hz (JNH < 0). Fortunately, it is possible to improve the
resolution 2-fold and eliminate this problem by separating
multiplet components derived fromR andâ HN spin states.

The approach that has been used to achieve this separation
follows from earlier work of Yang and Nagayama7 and more
recently Sorensen et al.8 Two 3D data sets are recorded where
the multiplet components modulated byJNH are either in-phase
or anti-phase. Postacquisition addition or subtraction of the data
generates separate spectra where cross-peaks are shifted either
upfield or downfield byJNH/2 Hz. This method is implemented
in the present pulse scheme by recording separate data sets with
E ) t2/2 + 1/(4JNH) and F ) TN/2 - 1/(4JNH) for the first
spectrum and by incrementing each ofφ4, φ5, andφ6 by 90°
and settingE ) t2/2 andF ) TN/2 for the second. Thus, with
the first line of the phase cycle in the legend to Figure 1, the
signal of interest is modulated according to cos(ωCRt1) cos-
(πJCRHRt1) cos(πJNHt1) for the first data set and by sin(ωCRt1)

cos(πJCRHRt1) sin(πJNHt1) in the second. Addition and subtrac-
tion of the data (and associatedF1 quadrature components) gives
rise to spectra with cross-peaks atF1 frequencies ofωCR -
πJCRHR - πJNH, ωCR + πJCRHR - πJNH (data set 1) andωCR -
πJCRHR + πJNH, ωCR + πJCRHR + πJNH (data set 2). Finally,
it is important to note that immediately after the13CR and15N
pulses at point b in Figure 1 the coherences of relevance are
given by NZCR

ZC′Z and NZCR
ZC′ZHN

Z for each of the two data
sets. During the period of duration 2τd that immediately follows
the TC interval, the signal arising from NZCR

ZC′ZHN
Z decays

more rapidly than the corresponding signal from NZCR
ZC′Z due

to HN spin flips. Therefore, prior to data processing, the second
data set is multiplied by exp(R1sel2τd), whereR1sel is the average
selectiveT1 spin flip rate for the HN protons. In the case of
ubiquitin and CheY (see below), multiplicative factors of 1.04
and 1.08 were used.

The above discussion assumes that the excitation profile of
the HN-selective pulse in Figure 1 results in complete inversion
of all HN spins while leaving HR spins unperturbed. In the
case of outlying HN chemical shifts incomplete inversion leads
to an additional set of (very small) doublets in each data set
with frequencies ofωCR ( πJCRHR. On the other hand, if HR

spins are perturbed by the pulse, cross-peaks are observed at
F1 ) {ωCR - πJCRHR - πJNH, ωCR + πJCRHR - πJNH, ωCR -
πJNH} and at{ωCR - πJCRHR + πJNH, ωCR + πJCRHR + πJNH,
ωCR + πJNH} in data sets 1 and 2, respectively. The additional
correlations atF1 ) ωCR ( πJNH, arising from pulse imperfec-
tions, are much smaller than the other cross-peaks. It is
noteworthy that, for a 2.3-ms HN-selective pulse with the
REBURP17 profile centered at 8.8 ppm, these extra correlations
are observed for residues with HR shifts greater than ap-
proximately 5.8 ppm or HN shifts less than 7 ppm or greater
than 10.6 ppm (500-MHz1H frequency).

Measurement of ΓHrCr,HN from Cross-Peak Intensities.
The value ofΓHRCR,HN can be obtained in a straightforward
manner from the ratio

whereIDQRâ+ZQRR (IDQRR+ZQRâ) andIDQââ+ZQâR (IDQâR+ZQââ) are
the intensities of the downfield and upfield doublet components
in data set 1 (2), obtained as described above, and the DQRâ +
ZQRR (DQâR + ZQââ) component is the most downfield (upfield)
of the four. In this regard it is important to remember that the
signs ofJNH andJCRHR are opposite. Using the results of eq 4
and of the Appendix,R can be rewritten as

where ΓHRN,HCR is the relaxation term arising from cross-
correlation between1HR-15N and 1HN-13CR dipolar interac-
tions. Calculations show that the maximumΓHRN,HCR value is
less than 0.5% of the maximum ofΓHRCR,HN and to good
approximation, therefore,ΓHRN,HCR can be neglected. Thus

whereγi is the gyromagnetic ratio of spini (γN < 0), rij is the
internuclear distance between spinsi and j, θ is the angle
between the1HN-15N and1HR-13CR internuclear vectors, and
τC is the correlation time of the assumed rigid and isotropically
tumbling molecule.4,19 The value of cosθ can be related toψ(17) Geen, H.; Freeman, R.J. Magn. Reson.1991, 93, 93-141.

(18) Bodenhausen, G.; Freeman, R.; Turner, D. L.J. Magn. Reson.1977,
27, 511-514. (19) A factor of 2 error in eq 3 of ref 4 has been corrected.

G ) [sin(πJNC′t1,max)/(πJNC′t1,max)]/[cos2(π1JNCRTC) ×
cos(πJCRCâTC)] (5)

R ) (IDQRâ+ZQRRIDQâR+ZQââ)/(IDQRR+ZQRâIDQââ+ZQâR) (6)

R ) exp{(ΓHRCR,HN + ΓHRN,HCR)4TC} (7)

ΓHRCR,HN ) (0.25/TC) ln(R) )

γHγNrHN
-3γHγCrHC

-3(h/2π)2[(3 cos2 θ - 1)/5]τC (8)
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assuming planar peptide bond geometry according to

as described by Reif et al.4 We note that eq 8 is derived
assuming that cross-correlation proceeds for the completeTC

period between points a and b in Figure 1. This presupposes
that the cross-correlated spin relaxation rate is unaltered during
the simultaneous application of13CR- and 1HN-selective RE-
BURP17 pulses. Simulations have established that this is a good
assumption;ΓHRCR,HN is reduced by approximately 10% during
the interval in which these pulses are applied (≈2 ms). We
have therefore not corrected for this effect in the analysis of
our data.

Protein Applications. Figure 2 illustrates the correlation
between measuredΓHRCR,HN values for nonglycine residues in
the proteins ubiquitin (a) and CheY (b) obtained using the
scheme of Figure 1 and the predicted cross-correlation vsψ
profile generated from eqs 8 and 9. The values ofψ used in
the Figure were obtained from the X-ray-derived structures of
the molecules.20,21 Correlation times of 4.0 ns (ubiquitin) and

7.8 ns (CheY) were used in the analysis of data based on15N
relaxation measurements22 and flexible terminal residues ex-
cluded (residues 72-74 for ubiquitin and 3 and 129 for CheY).
It is noteworthy that the calculatedΓHRCR,HN vs ψ profile in
Figure 2 is of opposite sign to the ones presented in Reif et al.4

The difference arises from the fact that the negative sign ofγN

has been included in our calculations, and we have also noted
thatJCRHR andJNH are of opposite sign in the analysis (see eqs
4 and 6). On average the correlation between predicted and
measuredΓHRCR,HN values is quite good. In this regard, an
outlier is observed for CheY (labeled A90 in Figure 2b),
corresponding toΓHRCR,HN for the 1HR-13CR and 1HN-15N
dipole vectors of residues Ala 90 and Lys 91, respectively. The
steady-state1H-15N NOE for Lys 91 is low, 0.45, indicating
that the amide of Lys 91 is flexible.23 This underscores the
importance of restricting the analysis to those residues with
minimal internal dynamics, as established by15N relaxation
studies. It is noteworthy that for Gln 62 and Leu 71 of ubiquitin
where steady-state1H-15N NOEs of 0.6 and 0.7, respectively,
have been measured24 differences of≈10° between NMR and
X-ray derivedψ values are observed (for residues Ile 61 and
Val 70). In Figure 2a we have codedΓHRCR,HN rates according
to the1H-15N NOE values of the1HN-15N pair in question.

Figure 2c illustratesF1 traces for residues Asn 31, Val 83,
and Gln 100 of CheY. Upper and lower traces in Figure 2c
are obtained from separate matrices generated by addition and
subtraction of data sets as described above. Multiplet compo-
nents in each trace are separated byJCRHR, while components
arising from the same residue are displaced byJNH in the
separate data sets. It is clear that excellent separation of com-
ponents is achieved and that the resolution of doublet compo-
nents in each data set is identical to the resolution in the13CR-
1HR dipolar/13C′ CSA experiment.5,6 It is worth emphasizing
that the improvements in the dipole/dipole experiment described
above, notably refocusing of passive1JNCR couplings and
combining double- and zero-quantum correlations during the
TC interval, result in signal gains of a factor of 4 over the original
experiment.4 Nevertheless, in the scheme of Reif et al.,4 separate
double- and zero-quantum spectra are obtained allowing an
independent measurement ofψ from each of the data sets. By
averagingψ values generated from each spectrum, it is thus
possible to improve the precision byx2. Finally, the sensitivity
of the scheme described in the present manuscript is ap-
proximately a factor of 2 lower than the dipolar/CSA-based
sequence since four, rather than two, components are generated
for each correlation.

The ΓHRCR,HN vs ψ profiles presented in Figure 2 illustrate
that as many as fourψ values can be consistent with a single
cross-correlation relaxation rate. With this limitation in mind
we have analyzedΓHRCR,HN andΓHRCR,C′ cross-correlation rates
in the hope that a combination of these two measurements would
limit the number of possibleψ values. Figure 3a shows
ΓHRCR,HN (dashed line) andΓHRCR,C′ (solid line) profiles. By
means of illustration, consider the case where values of 0.78
and-0.2 s-2 are measured forΓHRCR,HN × 10-9/τC andΓHRCR,C′

(20) Vijay-Kumar, S.; Bugg, C. E.; Cook, W. J.J. Mol. Biol.1987, 194,
531-544.

(21) Stock, A. M.; Martinez-Hackert, E.; Rasmussen, B. F.; West, A.
H.; Stock, J. B.; Ringe, D.; Petsko, G. A.Biochemistry1994, 32, 13375-
13380.

(22) Farrow, N. A.; Muhandiram, R.; Singer, A. U.; Pascal, S. M.; Kay,
C. M.; Gish, G.; Shoelson, S. E.; Pawson, T.; Forman-Kay, J. D.; Kay, L.
E. Biochemistry1994, 33, 5984-6003.

(23) Moy, F. J.; Lowry, D. F.; Matsumura, P.; Dahlquist, F. W.; Krywko,
J. E.; Domaille, P. J.Biochemistry1994, 33, 10731-10742.

(24) Tjandra, N.; Feller, S. E.; Pastor, R. W.; Bax, A.J. Am. Chem.
Soc.1995, 117, 12562-12566.

Figure 2. Correlation between calculated and experimental values of
ΓHRCR,HN for ubiquitin (a) and CheY (b). Average errors are shown by
the vertical bars in the upper right-hand corner. Curves were generated
from eq 8 using standard bond lengths and angles withrHN ) 1.02 Å
andrHC ) 1.09 Å. In panel a, residues for which the steady-state1H-
15N NOE (600 MHz) is greater than 0.7, between 0.6 and 0.7, and less
than 0.6 are indicated byO, +, and *, respectively.24 (c) F1 slices
through Asn 31, Val 83, and Gln 100 illustrating the separation of the
multiplet components according to the1HN spin state.

cosθ ) 0.1628+ 0.8188 cos(ψ - 120°) (9)
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× 10-9/τC, respectively. From theΓHRCR,HN rate fourψ values
are possible (-171°, -100°, -20°, 51°), while values of-100°,
-20°, 98° and 142° are consistent withΓHRCR,C′ ) -0.2 s-2.
Thus, the combined use ofΓHRCR,HN and ΓHRCR,C′ cross-
correlation rates limits the possibleψ value to either-100° or
-20°. To reduce the number ofψ values still further we have
made use of an X-ray database comprised of 151 high-resolution
structures25 (1.8 Å or better). Figure 3b illustrates theψ
distribution observed in these 151 structures. Noting thatψ
values ranging between-70° and-160° comprise in total less
than 2.5% of the observed values suggests that to high

probability potentialψ values in this range can be discarded.
In addition, because bothΓHRCR,C′ and ΓHRCR,HN profiles are
symmetric aboutψ ) -60° for -180° e ψ e 60°, values of
ψ in the range from-50° to 40° can be uniquely determined
with a high confidence level from the combination of these
cross-correlation rates. On this basis, therefore, for the values
of ΓHRCR,HN and ΓHRCR,C′ discussed above,ψ ) -20° can be
chosen with high probability.

Table 1 presentsψ values for CheY obtained by minimizing
the differences between calculated and experimentalΓHRCR,HN

andΓHRCR,C′ values (see Materials and Methods). In all cases
a maximum of two possible values forψ was obtained, while
for helical regions a singleψ value was noted. Values ofψ
obtained exclusively from eitherΓHRCR,HN or ΓHRCR,C′ (not both)
and which are consistent withψ calculated from the combined
rates are also shown. In cases whereΓ values are near extrema
in the Γ vs ψ profile (see Figure 2) small errors inΓ can lead
to large errors inψ. For example in Figure 2 a number of cross-
correlation rates are measured that lie below the calculated rate
expected forψ dihedral angles of≈-50°. In these cases use
of ΓHRCR,HN rates as the exclusive indicators ofψ would lead
to incorrect values of≈50°. This underscores the importance
of using data from a number of different types of experiments
to establish correct dihedral values. Values ofψ obtained from
eitherΓHRCR,HN or ΓHRCR,C′ which are in significant error as a
result of the above problem are not indicated in the table. It is
noteworthy that, in all cases where such errors arise, use of both
Γ rates results inψ values which are in much better agreement
with the X-ray angles.

Figure 4a illustrates the correlation between NMR and X-ray-
derivedψ values for both ubiquitin and CheY in the case where
only a single value ofψ is obtained (-50° e ψ e 40°). The
pairwise root-mean-squared difference (rmsd) betweenψ values
in the range-50° e ψ e 40° is 7°, with a maximum deviation
of 17.3° for Gln 47 of CheY. It is interesting to note that the
secondary structure in the immediate vicinity of Gln 47 is
different in the X-ray21 and NMR23 structures, with anR-helix
extending from residues 40-46 in the X-ray structure and from
residues 40-48 in the NMR structure. Figure 4b shows the
correlation betweenψ values obtained from eitherΓHRCR,HN or
ΓHRCR,C′ (not both) that are closest to the values generated when
both Γ rates were fit simultaneously, as described in the
Materials and Methods. Note that we have not excludedψ
values which have low probability (i.e.,-160° e ψ e -70°,
see Figure 3b). This comparison allows an assessment of errors
in ψ resulting from the assumptions of a uniform C′ CSA tensor,
constant HN and HC bond lengths, and the absence of internal
dynamics (note thatΓHRCR,HN and ΓHRCR,C′ can be affected
differently by internal motions) that have been made in the
analysis of the data. A pairwise rmsd betweenψ values
obtained using each method of 8° and 9.2° is obtained for
ubiquitin and CheY, respectively, with maximal deviations of
18° (ubiquitin) and 23° (CheY). These differences are much
larger than the errors inψ estimated assuming that all of the
error is derived from noise in the data sets (on average(1-
2°) and provide a much more reliable indication of the accuracy
of the measurements.

Finally, we have also measuredΓCRCâ,C′ rates in deuterated
samples in the hopes of using bothΓHRCR,C′ andΓCRCâ,C′ values
to extract unique values ofψ. In this case theΓ vs ψ profiles
are displaced by 120°, in principle allowing determination of a
uniqueψ value from the pair of measurements. In practice,
however, the small values ofΓCRCâ,C′ are difficult to measure

(25) Heringa, J.; Sommerfeldt, H.; Higgins, D.; Argos, P.Comput. Appl.
Biosci.1992, 8, 599-600.

(26) Shaka, A. J.; Keeler, J.; Frenkiel, T.; Freeman, R.J. Magn. Reson.
1983, 52, 335-338.

(27) Kay, L. E.; Ikura, M.; Tschudin, R.; Bax, A.J. Magn. Reson.1990,
89, 496-514.

(28) Boyd, J.; Scoffe, N.J. Magn. Reson.1989, 85, 406-413.
(29) Patt, S. L.J. Magn. Reson.1992, 96, 94-102.
(30) Emsley, L.; Bodenhausen, G.Chem. Phys. Lett.1987, 165, 469-

476.
(31) McCoy, M. A.; Mueller, L.J. Magn. Reson.1992, 98, 674-679.
(32) Marion, D.; Ikura, M.; Tschudin, R.; Bax, A.J. Magn. Reson.1989,

85, 393-399.
(33) Kay, L. E.; Keifer, P.; Saarinen, T.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1992, 114,

10663-10665.
(34) Schleucher, J.; Sattler, M.; Griesinger, C.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed.

Engl. 1993, 32, 1489-1491.
(35) Kay, L. E.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1993, 115, 2055-2056.

Figure 3. (a) Dependence ofΓHRCR,HN/τc (- - -) andΓHRCR,C′/τc (s) on
ψ. Multiple solutions for a given cross-correlation relaxation rate are
illustrated by # andO. (b) Distribution ofψ as established from high-
resolution X-ray structures of 151 proteins.25
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accurately (approximate 10-fold reduction relative toΓHRCR,C′),
at least at the field that we have used (500 MHz).

Concluding Remarks

A pulse sequence has been presented for measuring cross-
correlation between dipolar interactions involving1H-13CR and
1HN-15N dipoles of successive residues. The experiment has
significantly improved sensitivity and resolution relative to a
previous version.4 In many cases, a combination ofΓHRCR,HN

and ΓHRCR,C′ cross-correlation relaxation rates decreases the
number of possibleψ values from four to two, and forψ values

in the range-50° e ψ e 40°, a single value can be obtained
with a high degree of confidence.
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Appendix: Expression of Double-/Zero-Quantum
Relaxation Rates in Terms of Individual Relaxation
Contributions

In what follows we consider an isolated peptide fragment,
1HR-13CR-13C′-15N-1HN, and focus on the relaxation of the
double- and zero-quantum15N-13CR coherences during the
interval extending from a to b in Figure 1 (durationTC). The
relaxation Hamiltonian,H, consists of1HR-13CR, 1HN-15N,
1HR-15N, and 1HN-13CR dipolar terms, as well as13CR and
15N CSA contributions. (Note that13CR-13C′ and 13C′-15N
dipolar terms have been neglected.) In principle, there are 15
cross-correlation terms that arise from the four dipolar and two
CSA components ofH. A straightforward, albeit lengthy,
analysis establishes that of the 15 possible cross-correlation
terms only 6 give nonzero net contributions to the relaxation
of the individual double- and zero-quantum density elements
according to

whereΓa is the autorelaxation rate of each transition,Γij ,kl is
the cross-correlation rate arising from interference between
dipolar interactionsij andkl, andΓij ,m is the rate derived from
cross-correlation betweenij dipolar andm CSA interactions.
In the subscripts defining the various interactions the1HR and
1HN spins are denoted by HR and H, respectively. Equation 7
is derived readily from eqs 6 and 10 by noting thatIDQij+ZQkl )
I(0) exp[-{(ΓDQij + ΓZQkl)/2}TC] in eq 6.

Supporting Information Available: Table comparingψ
values obtained fromΓHRCR,HN and ΓHRCR,C′ cross-correlation
relaxation rates withψ values from the X-ray-derived structure
of ubiquitin (2 pages, print/PDF). See any current masthead
page for ordering information and Web access instructions.
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Figure 4. (a) Correlation between values ofψ determined from cross-
correlation rates (ψNMR) and from the X-ray structures (ψxray) of
ubiquitin20 (+) and CheY21 (O). ψNMR values in the range-50° e ψ
e 40° only are shown (see text). (b) Correlation between values ofψ
obtained from eitherΓHRCR,HN or ΓHRCR,C′ cross-correlation rates (not
both) that are closest to the values obtained when both rates are used
in combination for ubiquitin (+) and CheY (O). For each residue, two
potential values ofψ have been obtained; no attempt has been made
to eliminate one of the possibilities on the basis of the database analysis
discussed in the text.

ΓDQRR ) ΓZQRâ ) Γa + ΓHRCR,HN + ΓHRCR,CR + ΓHΝ,CR +
ΓHRN,N + ΓHCR,N + ΓHRN,HCR

ΓDQââ ) ΓZQâR ) Γa + ΓHRCR,HN - ΓHRCR,CR - ΓHΝ,CR -
ΓHRN,N - ΓHCR,N + ΓHRN,HCR

ΓDQRâ ) ΓZQRR ) Γa - ΓHRCR,HN + ΓHRCR,CR - ΓHΝ,CR +
ΓHRN,N - ΓHCR,N - ΓHRN,HCR

ΓDQâR ) ΓZQââ ) Γa - ΓHRCR,HN - ΓHRCR,CR + ΓHΝ,CR -
ΓHRN,N + ΓHCR,N - ΓHRN,HCR (10)
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